MOBILE
SHOPFRONT

SmartShop empowers subscribers with the ability to
choose services and benefits that they want, and the
flexibility to tailor their own network experience.
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SmartShop empowers subscribers with the ability to
choose services and benefits that they want, and the
flexibility to tailor their own network experience.
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Concurrent Systems’ SmartShop is the mobile operator’s
one-stop-shop for creating, launching, managing and monitoring
digital offers conveniently accessed by subscribers
from their mobile phone - anywhere, anytime.

FIRST-TO-MARKET

SIMPLIFIED COMPLEXITY

UNCODED APPROACH

MASS CUSTOMISATION

Get to market FIRST! Gain
market share and first
mover advantage with the
rapid launch of new offers
to a virtual shop front
where subscribers can
start transacting
immediately.

SmartShop’s offer creation
environment combines a
simplified configuration
framework with powerful
business logic in the
background to create highly
diverse and flexible offers.

Our unique “UNcoded”
technology enables the rapid
creation and launch of new
offers via an intuitive GUI
with all the required
configuration options and
business rules already
built-in.

Operators are able to
leverage mass
customisation functionality
to provide subscribers
with offers specifically
suited to their individual
needs.
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MOBILE
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3PP
VIRTUAL SHOP FRONT

SUBSCRIBER JOURNEY

MEASURE FOR SUCCESS

SmartShop not only creates
and manages new offers,
but also enables the launch
of these offers into a virtual
USSD shop front where
subscribers can self-navigate the selection and
purchase of mobile
benefits.

Design subscriber journeys
with experiential outcomes
that lead to real growth in
ARPU by engaging the
subscriber at their point of
need, offering on-demand
and customisable benefits.

Business Activity Monitoring
(BAM) provides key
performance statistics in
real-time, allowing campaign
managers to make on-the-fly
adjustments to improve
marketing effectiveness and
increase subscriber uptake.

APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)
An API allows 3PPs to
integrate with SmartShop’s
offer creation and lifecycle
management functionality,
opening up new sales
channels for the operator.

